
 

Unit 19: RELATIVE CLAUSE 

 
 

PRACTICE: 

I. Fill in the correct relative pronouns (who / whom / which / whose): 

1. which      11. whose    

2. whose      12. whose    

3. whom      13. who    

4. which      14. which    

5. who      15. who    

6. which      16. whose    

7. who      17. who    

8. which      18. who    

9. whose      19. whose    

10.  which      20. who    

 

II. Join these sentences using relative pronouns: 

1. This is the chair which / that the carpenter repaired last week. 

2. Can you name the country which / that is well known for the tango dance? 

3. That’s the girl who / that spoke to me yesterday. 

4. What’s the name of the book which / that you want me to read? 

5. The hotel which / that we stayed in is expensive. 

6. I’m looking for a thing which / that will clean glass. 

7. The man who / that smoked forty cigarettes a day died of a heart attack. 

8. The restaurant which / that Andy bought is shabby. 

9. That’s the boy whose mother works in the post office. 

10.  The businessman whom / that I saw last night was very rich. 

11.  That’s the dog whose owner is French. 

12.  Her mother whom you have never met is interested in detective novels. 

13.  Hassan is the assistant whom / that the manager wants to see. 

14.  We travelled to a mountain which / that is near the town of Fort William. 

15.  She is the friend who / that helped me with my homework. 

16.  A doctor who examined me last Friday was really kind. 

17.  London which is one of the biggest cities in the world is the capital of England. 

18.  The Euro is the currency which / that is used in most of Europe. 

19.  We provide a range of services which / that are designed to meet the demands of customers. 

20.  A stapler is a thing which / that you use to attach papers together. 

21.  Loch Ness, which people know for its friendly monster, is 37km long. 

22.  Kate is the girl whom / that he gave flowers on her birthday. 

23.  I bought a palmtop computer which / that has got a Chinese – English dictionary built in. 

24.  We stayed in a resort whose services were really terrible. 

25.  I’ve got a friend whose husband has gone on a business trip for 3 days. 

26.  We met an old man who / that told us that he had been to Greece once. 
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27.  I sent you a postcard which / that was written on the summit of Ben Nevis.  

28.  The letter which I posted 3 days ago hasn’t arrived yet. 

29.  The people who moved in next door seem very friendly. 

30.  Where are the people who / that ordered the taxi? 

 

MORE PRACTICE: 

I. Choose the correct answers: 

1. B    11. C     21. B 

2. D    12. D     22. C 

3. C    13. A     23. A 

4. B    14. B     24. C 

5. C    15. B     25. D 

6. A    16. A     26. A 

7. B    17. D     27. D 

8. C    18. A     28. A 

9. A    19. B     29. C 

10.  B    20. C     30. A 

 

II. Fill in the correct relative pronouns: 

1. which / that    6. who / that   11. which / that 

2. who / that    7. who / that 

3. who / that    8. who / that 

4. which / that    9. who / that 

5. which / that    10. which 
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